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A ninescapable fact of all cancer screening is that (of those
undergoing screening) vastly more people will be

harmed than helped. The key question then becomes: What
are the qualities of the harms? For colon cancer screening, the
United States Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has
determined that on a population basis, the quantity and quality
of benefits for the 3 % outweigh the harms for the 97 % of
asymptomatic adults aged 50–75 years (A Grade recommen-
dation).1 On an individual basis, a colleague nearly died after
suffering a pulmonary embolus during treatment of a perfora-
tion caused during a negative screening colonoscopy. This
case illustrates that individual harm can be devastating. The
USPSTF recommends against routine screening between ages
75 and 85 years, stating that there may be considerations
supporting it in individual patients (C Grade) and against
screening those 85+ years.1

The article by Powell et al.2 does not deal with informed
decision-making (which should be but is not an integral
component of clinical preventive service recommendations
and quality metrics3). Rather, Powell et al.2 ask an equally
important related question: How often do clinicians offer
colon cancer screening when the net population benefit ap-
proaches zero?
Among 1 million Veteran Administration Hospital patients

> 50 years who had one or more colon cancer screening
procedures, over a quarter of fecal occult blood test (FOBT)
tests and 14 % of colonoscopies were potentially inappropri-
ate. Appropriate colonoscopies were more likely to be

conducted at facilities where primary care providers were
assigned responsibility for completing the CRC clinical re-
minder. These estimates—one may quibble that they are too
low or too high, or generalizable to other settings—should
remind all clinicians of the responsibility to optimize the
benefit and minimize the harms of all clinical services
we recommend to asymptomatic people. Perhaps it is
also time to favor individualized clinical judgment over
monolithic population screening algorithms that ignore
individual clinician and patient values.3 At the very
least, shared decision-making with patients who are fully
informed of both the risks and benefits is needed. A
better method of selecting patients at higher risk of disease
would also help target those most likely to benefit from
screening.
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